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Survey Methodology  

• Fieldwork dates: November 9 - December 16, 2016

• 6,342 completed interviews
• The nationally representative sample was random at all stages:

• Random selection of election precincts

• Random selection of households via random route sampling

• Random selection of respondents within the households using modified Kish grid

• Areas outside the control of the Ukrainian government were excluded

• Average margin of error +/-3%
• The margin of error is visualized for every option in every question

• Eight oversamples
• Kyiv city [596]
• Raions of the North East Border in Sumi and Kharkiv Oblasts [602], rural only
• Kharkiv city [600]
• Kherson Oblast [603]
• Odesa city [602]
• The Izmail region of Southern Odesa Oblast [600], Atypical balance of ethnic groups - 43% neither 

Ukrainian nor Russian, 37% Ukrainian, 14% Russian 
• Lviv city [600]
• Khmelnytska oblast [600]

• Quality control:
• All interviewers received a four level training system which includes 16 hours of training 

• An independent network of controllers conducted quality control interviews 

• 27% of all interviews were checked by controllers

• 4,409 interviews were conducted using tablets





Wellbeing, Reforms and 
Optimism



For the first time since this 
series started, the conflict in 
Eastern Ukraine and 
corruption are tied in second 
place. 

The salience of the conflict has 
fallen from 57% in May 2015 
to 40% in December 2016, 
while corruption has risen 
from 31% to 40%. 

Other high priority issues 
were broadly stable during 
this period, except for 
healthcare (+7%) and pensions 
(+9%).



Police reform went up 8% 
between May and 
December 2016.





National -6%
Kyiv -10%
West -10%
Kharkiv -9%
East -8%
Lviv -8%



The ratio of better off to worse off 
remains 2:1 nationally but is higher in 
Kyiv (4:1), Kherson (5:1), Odesa (4:1), 
West (3:1), Lviv (5:1) and Khmelnytska
(6:1).



Democratic Institutions





How important is it to you that Ukraine becomes a fully functioning 
democracy? ‘Very important’ and ‘Important’ (q22 X Settlement)



The views of 
respondents 
who are 
positive about 
the 
parliamentary 
parties are 
very similar –
both overall 
and in the 
balance 
between 
‘important’ 
and ‘very 
important’.



In Lviv, ‘employee’ leads 
by a ratio of 8:1. ‘Parent’ 
leads in only two 
oversamples: Ismail and 
Khmelnytska.



There has been a 
clear trend away 
from ‘Yes’ towards 
‘No’ since May 2015. 
Since May 2016, 
expectations of mass 
protests have hardly 
moved.



These results are 
broadly stable 
since the last 
survey. Being 
positive about a 
political party 
increases ‘Yes’ 
responses 
significantly.



Since May 2016, “I would if I 
had the chance” has 
increased 5, 5, 3 and 4 
percent respectively since 
May 2016. 



These 
results are 
broadly 
stable since 
the last 
survey



‘More focus on everyday 
concerns’ is up by 4% 
since the last survey.



Decentralisation





Elections held for amalgamated communities









International Relations 
and the Conflict







Should economic sanctions be maintained against Russia for its role in 
the conflict? “Yes” only (q52 X Settlement) 



There is no statistically 
significant change 
from May 2016



‘No’ has increased in 
each group 6, 5, 5 
percent respectively 
since May 2016. 



There has been 
no significant 
change in 
opinion since 
this question 
was last asked 
in May 2015



Elections & Parties





Do you think IDPs should be able to vote where they currently reside in 
all types of elections? “Yes” only (q55 X Settlement)



The only significant change 
since May 2016 is a 9% 
increase in ‘the political 
party that nominates 
them’. This suggests that 
increased diversity in the 
political marketplace is 
becoming more noticeable 
to voters.



The national result in 
May 2016 was 26%







The top 5 parties are still in a 
statistical tie. 


